
Earth Alliance & Patriot News for March 24th, 2022 
 By Mark Baughman  

 
 Sources: Ted Mahr videos, Q interviews, Gene Decodes live and 

videos, C-VINE.com, C-Vine News Network, Operation Disclosure, 

Jared Rand, Before Its News, Michelle Fielding, Zorra of Hollow Earth, 

Alex Collier, Dinar Chronicles, Q drops, Benjamin Fulford Website, 

DoD, Era of Light, and Other Live Conference Calls. 

3/24/2022 News: Extremely Hot News; Excerpts, Nick Fleming 
DoD, Gene Decode News with Sarge,3/17/2022, Gene Decode 
with Patriot Dave 3/23/2022. Articles: Delta Force Seizes Deep 
State Stronghold, Putin Updates Trump on Ukraine Cleansing 
& LIVE CAM in UKRAINE, The Balance, Mike Quinsey’s Higher 
Self: What Lies Ahead, Yeshua: God/Love/Source Never 

Punishes Anyone, Saint Germain: Hold on To the Dream, One 

Who Serves: New Programming, One Who Serves and 
Shoshanna: Expression of Love, and PROOF! 
 

Very Hot News: Gene Decode: 3/23/2022: Taiwan take-down is 
already is going on!! The Alliance is in the DUMB’s. The first DUMB 
entrance, from Japan to Taiwan. All of Taiwan is a massive DUMB. 
In Progress!!!! Everything we know about Ukraine: Same thing in the 
DUMB’s in Taiwan. Child trafficking, Bio-Labs, organ harvesting, 
and on and on.  
 
We are watching the “OLD GUARD” taken down, some of the 
illuminati are negotiations in Antarctica trying to make a deal.  
 
In about 2 Days, the Ukraine Russian Good operations against the 
Bio-labs that were to kill humanity will BE OVER!! Hey!! 

 
Very, Very Hot News, [3/21/2022 9:11 AM] Telegram—The Truth!! 

[Forwarded from Q NEWS OFFICIAL TV #WWG1WGA 💛🇺🇸] 



JUST IN - GENERAL CHRISTOPHER MILLER - Secretary of Military 
and Head of the Provisional Military Government of the United States! To 
my colleagues from Bulgaria: I understand from your comments that there 
has been a great fever and commotion in Bulgaria regarding the visit of the 
US Secretary of Military., concerns that this man will force Bulgaria into 
war with Russia. I bet many of you joined in later and still believe the 
Media that the United States has a new government headed by the 
deceased 3 years ago Joe Biden. I also understand that many people do not 
read my posts carefully or visit my page by accident. Briefly: US elections 
on November 3, 2020. were won by President Donald Trump in all 50 
states. The Deep State tried to fake them and the Media reported that Joe 
B. he has won them over. BUT! The official ballot was electronic 
watermarked, which the counterfeiters were unaware of. So, every vote cast 
for President Trump was recorded on a quantum server and the fate of 
each ballot is known. The Military Alliance, which stands behind President 
Trump, decided to show people how deeply corrupt all government 
institutions are, and since then, we've been watching a movie that really 
aims to open our eyes and wake us up so this never happens again. So, on 
January 20, 2021. at 12:00 noon the United States was taken over by a 
military government led by Secretary of Military General Christopher Miller 
and Commander-in-Chief, the lawfully elected President Donald Trump. 
Until the November 2020 elections. General Cr. Miller was Director of the 
National Counter-Terrorism Service, a student of General Michael Flynn. 
The role of the fake joe b is played by three actors, I wrote about it and I 
will not repeat it. Also, his entire "crew" is a cast selected by President 
Trump's team. All his ministers are actors whose actions have no legal 
value. Including this fake military minister who visits Bulgaria and causes 
such a fuss - Lloyd Austin. All these actors are talking and doing as 
President Trump and the White Hat Military are telling them to do. This 
whole show is about waking people up and doing a lot of work behind the 
scenes. The White House and Capitol and all federal buildings in 
Washington have been empty and closed as of January 20, 2021. These 
people have never set foot there, nor have they any access to the Pentagon! 
They are ACTORS! Hold on to that! President Vladimir Putin is currently 
shattering the last remnants of the New World Order. They are allies and 



collaborators with President Trump. Supreme Commander-in-Chief of the 
US Army is President Trump! He would never send U.S. troops against any 
nation on the planet! So, there is no reason to fear American soldiers. Here 
in Greece, people are looking forward to them for the second year as 
liberators from the junta. There will be no world war! Russia and the 
United States have been allies in all wars so far. It's all just propaganda 
from the last remnants of globalism. The new global Alliance of White 
Hats controls the situation of the entire planet. Soon it will all be over! In a 
few days’ time! Everything is under control! Bulgarian political leaders are 
controlled by Soros, but they don't know he is gone and are following 
orders from the World Economic Forum in Davos via Brussels 
headquarters. This movie is going to end. The man who will appear in 
Bulgaria as a Military Minister is not such a man, but an actor from the 
People's Awakening Team. His actions have no legal value. Probably the 
rulers in Bulgaria themselves do not know this. We are witnessing the most 
incredible movie in the history of mankind with Biblical script. What is 
coming is so wonderful that our suffering mind can hardly contain it! At 
any moment the movie will end and everything will fall into place. We have 
another clean up - Taiwan. There, the work will be done by Chinese 
President Xi Jinping, and this operation will begin at any moment. 
 
@QNewsOfficialTV 



  
 

 

One Who Serves: New Programming, Shoshanna Q & A 
Excerpts:  
 

“Guest: I want just to parlay off of what the prior guest just 
asked. We were having a discussion today about a possible blackout 
to make some beautiful announcements. We feel much excitement in 
the air with what is going on, and I’m just wondering if that is one of 
the potential things the White Hats are going to do to create a 
blackout first to make the announcements. Is that still in the cards 
possibly? 
OWS: Have you heard for some time now that there would be 
announcements? There is your answer. They are still coming. We 
cannot say when or directly how, but they are coming. And they will 
be quite profound for a great many across the population of this 
planet. And even those of you that are quite aware of these things 



and almost fully awakened—not fully yet, but coming to that. Even 
some of these things will be quite a shock to you.”  
 
Also: “OWS: We can tell you that there have been many occurrences 
from those of the forces of darkness that have been attempting to 
do many nefarious things here to bring about the depopulation of the 
planet, to bring about holding control of the planet. But they are 
being thwarted in every plan that they have undertaken here, and will 
continue to be so. There are those times, which are allowed, which 
are purposeful in terms of awakening the population and this may 
still continue in what you call ‘false flags,’ and this type of thing, but 
it will not be anything that will be detrimental to the whole. These 
things have been stopped. Okay?” 

 
Saint Germain: Hold on To the Dream Excerpt: 

“Many of you have been asking for proof; asking for something 
to show itself that says ‘yes, it is all real.’ And for those who have eyes 
to see and ears to hear, you have had some proof already. 

But the real proof, the unmistakable proof, is just around the corner 
now, however you might look at that. For it is coming quickly. It is a 
part of a new expression that you are all moving toward now.”  

 
The Balance Excerpt: 
 

“On March 29, 2022 Mother Earth and all residing upon Her 
will enter a new expansion phase of Fifth Dimensional Vibratory 
Frequency – The Balance phase! The Un-Settled Period – from 
August 13, 2020 to March 28, 2022 has allowed humanity to integrate 
full 5D Energy while simultaneously reducing their 3D Vibrational 
processes.” 

 
Mike Quinsey’s Higher Self: What Lies Ahead 

 



“The Masters have something to say about our present period 
of chaos and St. Germain asks us to “Trust the Plan” and Sanat 
Kumara tells us that we are in the middle of the transformation of 
human society and the reconstruction of the World. 
The goal is to moderate the greatest upheavals and prevent future 
trauma. Archangel Michael says Beloved Ones do not allow your 
selves to be distracted, yes by the chaos. Do not get caught up in the 
drama of white hats or black hats, good guys or bad guys. All beings 
are birthed directly from the Heart of the One.” 

The Collective: The Present Era Excerpt: 
 
 

“Earth has been visited and inhabited by non-terrestrials for millions 
of years! What is new about that?” 
And we would say that what is new, in your present era, is the fact 
that human consciousness is being assisted now, so as to accept the 
presence of beings from other planets and star systems. 

To accept their presence, their intelligence, their helpful 
technologies, and their cultural norms—on a mass level, and on an 
everyday conscious level. Not the quiet, unconscious level of denial 
that the mass of humanity has held for so long. 

It is time for the majority to accept and integrate this presence with 
what they call reality, and to accept it with grace and interest, not 
shock or denial. 

Denial in particular has been something you have been trained in for 
millennia. 

______________________________________________________________________ 

 Yeshua: God/Love/Source Never Punishes Anyone 
 

http://eraoflight.com/


“Experience that you are undergoing as a human in form is a 
free will choice that each of you made prior to incarnating to 
magnificently assist in humanity’s collective awakening process. 
There is no evil, there is no hell, they are just aspects of the unreality 
that you collectively established when you constructed an illusion in 
which to experience separation from your Source. Love is All, All 
That Is. Evil, sin, and hell are just unreal aspects of that unreality 
you constructed to experience separation, and when you awaken, 
because they are unreal, they will be gone 

When you awaken, as very soon you will, you will find yourselves 
fully conscious and fully aware of your Real nature, and there will be 
nothing in the environment that is not in complete and eternal 
alignment with Love. 

How could any kind of unreal and non-existent state be present in 
Reality?” Jesus  

 

One Who Serves and Shoshanna: Expression of Love Q & A 
3/22/2022 Excerpt: 
 
Guest: Hi. We know that the White Hats and Putin are going in to 
the Ukraine to remove the deep state, Khazarian mafia, bio-labs, etc. 
after they’re finished, could this likely move on to Taiwan by China’s 
White Hats to continue removing these people? And is there any way 
to know if this will go on for a long time, or a swift situation? 
OWS: We will tell you that what is occurring there is in process of 
occurring across the entire planet. Not in terms of war directly, but 
in terms of raising vibrations in various areas across the planet that 
are needing this, that have those pockets of darkness that we have 
spoken of many times. And these pockets of darkness are becoming 
illuminated by the Light more and more, and this will continue on. 
We cannot tell you directly, though, as to what will transform from 
this, but we can tell you that if you were in the process of the 
beginning of those dominoes falling here. That is all we can say on 
this. Shoshanna maybe can give more, if she wishes. 



Shoshanna: We will share on this. May we share, Dear Sister? 
Guest: yes, of course. 
Shoshanna: Dear Sister, there is a clean-up crew in process. There is 
much cleanup going on. We cannot give a time frame. But we will 
tell you, as One Who Serves has given, that the dominos are falling. 
We caution all not to pay attention to any mainstream news channel, 
as they are giving false information so that their advertisers will 
continue on with them. Advertisers are third-dimensional enterprises 
that cannot hear the truth. So, in order for these news stations to 
move forward, they must give false information to continue to 
collecting their paychecks. 
So, we will say that you are all on the right track moving forward into 
alternative stations for alternative news, and because you are very 
connected, you can hear the truth. You have the eyes to see and the 
ears to hear. You have them, you see. 
So, this will continue until it is over, until the world is uplifted into a 
fifth-dimensional consciousness state, as that is the goal. Ascension 
is the goal. 
So, time is irrelevant here. Only movement in consciousness and 
opening our heart to all that is happening, and understanding the 
truth of the truth is where your attention must lie. Namaste.” 

_________________________________________________ 

 DoD , [3/21/2022 7:32 PM] 

[Forwarded from Nick Fleming] 

[ File : 
Rockefeller_Foundation_Operation_Lockstep_The_Manaul_of_the_Coro
na.pdf ] 
The Great Shift 
 
The (fiat) US Dollar, issued by the Federal Reserve (not Federal and not 
Reserved), honored all over the world, is recognized as backed by the full 
strength and credit of the United States of America, the wealthiest Nation 
in the world. The “wealthiest nation in the world” has been impoverished 



by Covid19 Robber Barons, robbing the good People of their savings, their 
homes, and their ability to earn with weak, and possibly destroyed health, 
thanks to the VAX requirement. This destruction of a Great Nation has 
resulted in the End of Fiat and the Golden Age, a coordinated event, 
pushed by Klaus Schwab and their participating malefactors. Thankfully 
their plan to enslave the world has been usurped and corrected to Free the 
World. 
 
Operation Lockstep – is the Rockefeller/Rothschild plan from 2010, 
outlines their plans for the COVID scamdemic. This playbook contains 
their entire plans in minute details, describing everything we have 
encountered so far. Their culpability is well established. 
 
 
COLLAPSE BEFORE DECLASS…. 
 
Banks are collapsing. Basel 3 compliance was required March 1, with a 30-
day grace period, is ending the last week of March all over the world. Any 
banks not merged – are required to meet all Basel 3 requirements or close 
their doors.   
 
The 22nd – tomorrow is the date that Putin set to allow the sale of gold to 
commence – under the new currency and the new rate. The 22nd is a Red-
Letter Date for every nation and every currency. 
Will we see the new USN tomorrow? Banks everywhere are reporting that 
they have this new currency ready to deliver to clients. We have heard that 
the huge task of converting all Tier 1 banks, holding large amount of USD, 
has been completed. No one anywhere will be left holding toilet paper and 
the United States will emerge again as the Shining Nation on the Hill! 
 
Corporations are collapsing. The largest Chinese corporation, EverGrande, 
has collapsed and disappeared today from all markets (same as 
Pfizer!) https://www.malaymail.com/news/money/2022/03/21/china-
property-giant-evergrande-suspends-share-trading-again/2048568 . This is 
a clear demonstration of the end of the CCP. What many don’t know is 
that every business funded by the Chinese Government (CCP) is owned/ 

https://www.malaymail.com/news/money/2022/03/21/china-property-giant-evergrande-suspends-share-trading-again/2048568
https://www.malaymail.com/news/money/2022/03/21/china-property-giant-evergrande-suspends-share-trading-again/2048568


50% and funded by the government. A failure of this magnitude, allowed 
to go into bankruptcy, demonstrates the inability of the CCP to carry this 
debt. They are dead in the water, just like the ship off the coast of 
Baltimore. 
 
The Central Bank of Iraq is closed while the nation’s business is being 
handled. We’re expecting great news about the New IQN this week. The 
People of Iraq have had enough. Haven’t we all? 
 
Hunter’s laptop comes out on the 23rd with all that entails. How can these 
evil doers escape the righteous outrage of the People? They cannot. 
 
What a great week ahead! Oh, Boy, have we got a lot to look forward to! 
Malaymail 
(https://www.malaymail.com/news/money/2022/03/21/china-property-
giant-evergrande-suspends-share-trading-again/2048568) 
China property giant Evergrande suspends share trading again 
HONG KONG, March 21 — Troubled Chinese property developer giant 
Evergrande and all its units suspended trading in Hong Kong Monday 
morning, according to a notice to the stock exchange.  
 

C K 🌈🌈, [3/19/2022 2:19 PM] 

[Forwarded from Nick Fleming, DoD source] 

Putin Updates Trump on Ukraine Cleansing & LIVE CAM in 
UKRAINE  

See for Yourself What is Really Going on There   

By Michael Baxter, Real Raw News  

March 17, 2022   

The mainstream media yesterday went abuzz when Russian leader Vladimir 
Putin said he had the right and will to put Western governments “in their 

https://www.malaymail.com/news/money/2022/03/21/china-property-giant-evergrande-suspends-share-trading-again/2048568
https://www.malaymail.com/news/money/2022/03/21/china-property-giant-evergrande-suspends-share-trading-again/2048568


place,” but instead of framing the statement in proper context, news 
agencies across the world again accused Putin of threatening nuclear war—
a cataclysmic calamity Putin has told President Trump he will not instigate.  

 

As reported previously, they—Putin and Trump—have had several 
telephone conversations on which Putin outlined his true goals—
destroying Western-funded bioweapon labs and “crushing” pedophile 
rings—and updated Trump on military progress. On a Wednesday evening 
call, he repeated his mission statement and said the criminal Biden regime 
was mischaracterizing and distorting his statements, and often omitting key 
translations, to further paint him as a maniacal madman hell bent on 
conquest and world domination, a Mar-a-Lago source told Real Raw News.   

 

“Like many world leaders, Putin doesn’t see Biden as the rightful president 
of the U.S. That’s why he won’t talk to him—only Trump. Putin’s said 
several times he won’t be the one to trigger a nuclear Armageddon, but 
Team Biden wants the world to believe he’ll do just that. At least according 
to Putin, he’s been ridding the Ukraine of what he’s called Western 
‘pestilence,’ and won’t stop until he’s absolutely certain all biological 
research centers and storage facilities are accounted for and wiped out, and 
he’s destroyed all the pedophile dens across Ukraine. That and he’s still 
hunting down Western bio scientists in hiding,” our source said.   

 

As of Putin’s last update, the Russian military had tracked down and 
“eliminated” 7 of 19 bioweapon engineers, and Spetznas had freed over 
5,000 child trafficking victims.   

 



“This is a mission that must be done, President Trump. These scums must 
be stopped,” Putin reportedly told Trump. “You do believe me, don’t you, 
President Trump.”   

 

“My inclination is believing the opposite of whatever craziness the Deep 
State says,” Trump replied.   Moreover, our source said Putin’s kindness 
toward American children has cemented Trump’s belief that Putin’s 
mission, at least in part, is righteous and just.  

 

Five American children who had been imprisoned in Ukrainian child 
trafficking camps have returned home, reunited with their families.  

 

Additionally, Putin has given Trump irrefutable evidence that Russian 
forces had selectively targeted bioweapon storage buildings while taking 
great pains to avoid causing civilian casualties. That evidence is said to 
include photographs and videos that the MSM refuses to air.  

Although Putin claimed he has no interest in harming Americans—unless 
they’ve taken up arms on behalf of Zelenskyy—the same does not apply to 
the criminal regimes of Joseph Biden and Boris Johnson.  

 

“Putin told Trump point blank he’d issued a ‘kill-on-sight’ edict for 
members of the U.S. and U.K. administrations. If any of them are spotted 
in Russia or Ukraine—it’s open season,” our source said.  



 

Gene Decode with Sarge 3/17/2022 

“In the Ukraine, that they found now 26 harmful to the world population 
Bio-Labs above ground and below (DUMB’s).  This has been confirmed by 
Congress question, recently. They have 5 Bio-Research Labs, no different 
than a Bio-Weapons labs. Like asking if you have nuclear weapons, and 
stating that they are for Defense Only”, what BS.  

Newly formed NATO Alliance is under Earth Alliance. The old NATO is 
part of the Deep State.  

March 21st is the goal to have Russia have their own internet up and 
running.  Russia is GESARA compliant and has started it, first country in 
the world.  

Ukraine--Biden, Hunter involved with laundering money, child trafficking, 
but a lot of children of Democrats and Republican Rhinos. Dirty, Dirty 
and traitors. All to make money.  

If the Deep State did it, most was through the Ukraine, and yes, Putin have 
proof. The got computer servers under Chernobyl, Kiev and Odessa.  



There is some same dirt in Taiwan, but not quite the level. Chairman Xi of 
China, Gene says the Alliance got Taiwan cleaned up. Looks like it is 
already done. 

Saudi Arabi is following Russia, now. GESARA activated soon. Also, many 
countries are joining to stop the Petro Dollar, as the reserve country. The 
new USN (U. S. Note) will be gold or precious metals backed. The Petro 
dollar is a Deep State creation to control the world, to trade oil by only 
dollars.  This is the BRIC countries; China, India, Venezuela, Russia, and 
many others, now up to about 100 countries. With Starlink being activated, 
and the Quantum Financial System all will be fair for all, and all currencies 
back by gold or precious metals.  

The technology can get rid of the GMO’s very quickly.  

The Deep State, a long time ago, killed two colors of races, one was the 
blue people (Indigo Color) and one other.  

Human children are “crops” with up to 8 million children used for 
Adrenochrome. This is the Deep State/illuminati. The blood the elites 
drink for age-reversal. This has been stopped for the most part now.  

Book of Sara, (Real Bible Chapter/book. There were 711 books out the 
bible, 66 published, the Vatican did this, and kept them in the classified 
archives under the Vatican.) GESARA timeline, the Golden Age, into 5th 
dimension. Ascension is the next step.  

President Trump is a lot of the time, is off-world for safety. He was real 
and on planet for the rally for South Carolina, where his plane was re-
routed to New Orleans to land, for safety. Yes, it was going to be an 
assassination try by the Deep State, failed again.  

The jabs can be reset in minutes, God has that ability. Starlink frequency 
can do that. Reset genetics, the way before the vaccines.  

The Earth Alliance is working on the DUMB’s in Africa, the last biggest 
DUMB. Still some other places all over the world.  



The Alliance is clearly in Control. Even, the Fake MSM.  

There are 5 Ways of this Secret World War going on, the battles: 

1) War on information. Fake MSM is about 95% fake, still controlled by 
the Deep State through the CIA. Also, a lot of information is fake on 
the internet, delivered by Google, Facebook, you-tube and many 
other “Big Tech. This is digital war, for another name.  

2) War through Bio-Weapons, what is inside the vaccines, graphene 
oxide, graphene hydroxide, nanobots. Understand, they have been 
doing food; pesticides, GMO food, slowly kills people. Know that 
illuminati goal is to kill 90 to 95 % of the world population. Western 
medicine is the treat you, slowly kill you, not cure you. They have the 
ability to target certain genetics races too. They have this technology. 

3) Trans-humanization- This is where the nanobots and graphene oxide 
technology can monitor/control your thoughts and body functions. 
This is what the New World Order wants to do to control you. 

4) Infiltration—As most know, with voter fraud, through the Dominion 
Computers, and other ways of voter fraud gets their Deep State rats 
to control parts or all the government.  

5) Genetic War—Many Bio-Weapons, like spike-protein change the 
RNA and really changes your original DNA. 

6) Physical War—in the DUMB’s and tunnels, up to 150 countries 
special forces are cleaning up the massive underground Deep State 
operations around the world. 

7) Spiritual War—The Worship Satan, and use magic, and rituals to 
control things. Do child sacrifice, and many just unspeakable!! 
Angelic, Ascended Masters, the Galactics, the Federation of Planets 
are involved at many levels. 



 
MEDBEDS REVEALED - Med Beds are a quantum leap into a new 
healing tech that will eradicate big pharma & transform the old 
medical system with plasmatic energy & healing frequencies — 
freeing humanity from the suffering of man-made diseases. This tech 
has been said to be produced by the military industrial complex’s 
secret space program based on Tesla Technologies & Jarrad Rand. 
 
These quantum healing devices create maximum human repair by 
Light & energy through Tachyonic particles & plasma. Like Nicola 
Tesla, Dr Royal Rife also created earlier versions of this technology 
but was also stopped by the deep state. We live in a vibrational 
universe & humans are vibrational beings, the healing occurs through 
a homeopathic frequency realignment approach with little to no side 
effects. Med Beds are part of NESARA / GESARA along with the 
public release of over 6,000 patents & cures. New Earth Energy & its 
physical manifestations are here — hold your vibration as high as 
possible! 

 

Gene Decode with Patriot Dave 3/23/2022 



 Launching a nuclear attack from any country is over. With Starlink, 
will destroy any launched nuclear missile. Now, carrying a small one 
in is still possible. But they can detect even a small nuclear signature, 
if they wanted.  
Silver is far more, rare than gold is. 
 
Atlantis was good 5th dimension and was infiltrated too. By the Fallen 
Angles. They had a large crystal that helped their civilizations. When 
Atlantis fell into the ocean, the crystal was at the bottom of the 
Atlantic Ocean and caused space/time distortions. This was called 
the “Bermuda Triangle. In 1987, the Alliance took it out of the 
oceans and now in the Alliance held Base 211 in Antarctica.  
 
The Kardashian mafia, has been for many hundreds of years, have 
infiltrated the real Jewish community. They are called zionist and are 
not from this planet, and think different, big time from the normal 
human’s that have compassion and sympathy.  
World War I was to get rid of the good Royal families and replace 
them with the illuminati families. 
World War II was a setup for World War II, Albert Pike, illuminati 
member who wrote their plan down, to have three World Wars. The 
illuminati wanted the third arm of their structure, was the American 
Department of Defense, which they did control until after 9/11, a big 
wake up call. The other two arms for the illuminati was the Vatican, 
and the “City of London” inside the London city limits, that 
controlled all the banking in the world.  
Finally, really won the ground war in Europe, World War II, not by 
just bombing the factors, but bombing the cities, and the people who 
kept the “war machine factories” going for Hitler. Hitler’s 
concentration camps were a big part of the workers. Hitler “Boys 
from Brazil” was real and the sperm from Hitler to keep his 
bloodline going did work. Even two of his daughters, Angelia Merkel 
of Germany and Treasa May of England was Hitler’s.  
After, World War II, 390 missing massive Germany submarines went 
to Base 211, in Antarctica and South America. The reports from 
American intelligence, that 250,000 Germany troops were missing 



after the war. The submarines carried the workers and the Nazi 
Flying Saucers, one can easily find pictures on the internet. Hell, they 
make great models for kids that is for sell on the internet. Hitler 
walked through Base 211 and was awarded, but left and spent the 
remainder of his life in South America, were he lost his life with a car 
struck him down, when visiting a normal City Festival.  
 
Gluten cases obesity, from the GMO’s, and pesticides. Toxicity is 
was causes fat, and is stored there. One has to de-tox now to lose 
weight.  
 
33 Countries around the world have Bio-Labs and can target certain 
genetic race or make-up. The trans humanization crosses over to 
GMO plants and animals too. The illuminati wanted to put Graphene 
Oxide and nanobots in everything, so they could “hack” & control 
everything on the organic life on Earth. 
 
The LIES that the illuminati created are so BIG, that even if you are 
told the opposite, normal people will not believe it.  
The White Hats has to be so secret, because the normal population 
would not believe it, and the illuminati/Deep State organization is so 
large, there are eyes and ears everywhere. But the White Hats plan is 
so good and so clever, it has succeeded.  

The Orginal Covenant (of the illuminati)(Not all of it, on 
Before It’s News). 
The illuminati plan: to poison the air and water with soft metals, they 
will go to the fake medical system and give them more metals and 
poison medicine. We will poison the babies with vaccines. We will 
convince the populations that vaccines are good. They will focus with 
money and pleasure. We will use FEAR as a weapon. We will use 
religion, sports and hollywood as control, to make them feel good 
and destroy each other. We will divide the people, so they will fight 
each other. We will contunie to fight wars and death and profit from 
it. We will make them hate our neighbors. Drop by drop will take 



contol. We will keep them in debt, with debt slave system. We will 
own all the media to control information.  
 
The Real Bad feed off negative or death. Energy from Baseball, 
football, wrestling and basketball, the negative vibes, they feed off of.  
 
In about 2 Days, the Ukraine Russian Good operations against the 
Bio-labs that were to kill humanity will BE OVER!! Hey!! 

 

The U.S. Government, spent 2 billion dollars of Bio-Weapons, Bio-
Research, and Bio-Labs.  
These bio-labs have been targeting the whole human race. All over 
the world. The Alliance have been taken this out, slowly. One could 
make it insect driven, in the air. Can go airborne, why do you think 
why, the Russians do NOT want these Deep State labs on their Bio-
Labs, in the Ukraine.  
Florida’s Surgeon General Dr. Joseph Ladapo, that masks lives, 
Silly!!!! Studies showed Zero Benefit, for the young people, absolute 
zero benefits. 
Florida Governor DE Santos, caught on Camera, before he went on 
the air, stating that “Remove the Masks” to the people before he 
went on the air. He stated this SILLY “Covid-19” narrative.  
 
3/23/2022: Taiwan take-down is already is going on!! The Alliance is 
in the DUMB’s. The first DUMB entrance, from Japan to Taiwan. 
All of Taiwan is a massive DUMB. In Progress!!!! Everything we 



know about Ukraine: Same thing in the DUMB’s in Taiwan. Child 
trafficking, Bio-Labs, organ harvesting, and on and on.  
 
We are watching the “OLD GUARD” taken down, some of the 
illuminati are negotiations in Antarctica trying to make a deal.  
 
In about 2 Days, the Ukraine Russian Good operations against the 
Bio-labs that were to kill humanity will BE OVER!! Hey!! 
 
 
 
High Form of Killing BOOK tells the truth: 

 
 



 

Delta Force Seizes Deep State Stronghold 
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Tuesday, 15 March. 

Delta Force and other units of the Armed Forces special operations community 

brazenly seized a major Deep State stronghold that was home to the criminal 
Biden regime’s gestapo police force, the Federal Emergency Management 

Agency (FEMA) and its not-so-secret headquarters in Virginia. 

The cornerstone of FEMA’s secret world sits nestled in the sprawling Blue Ridge 
Mountains of Virginia, less than fifty miles from Washington.  It has served as 
the shadow government’s primary emergency hideaway since the 1950s. 

Beneath the mountain lays a sprawling labyrinth of tunnels, corridors, and 
chambers from where the Deep State plotted to enslave law-abiding American 

citizens. 

It includes all the amenities and life-support systems of a top-of-the-line 
bunker. Helicopter landing pads and a sewage treatment plant crowned the 

mountain, but underneath was where the real facility existed, with underground 
reservoirs for both drinking water and cooling needs, diesel generators, a 

hospital, radio and television broadcast facilities, cafeterias, and its own fire 
department and police force. Some 800 blue mesh hammocks sat ready for 

evacuated personnel, who would sleep in shifts throughout the day. Plastic 
flowers dotted the tables in the cafeteria. 

https://realrawnews.com/wp-content/uploads/2022/03/mt_weather_01.jpg


Behind its 13-ton blast doors, a labyrinth of twisting corridors descended to the 
depths of the Earth. The bunker was designed to shelter hundreds of officials for 

up to five years. The facility’s kitchens were prepared to serve 3,000 meals/day 
and their walk-in freezers doubled as a morgue; frozen vegies and cadavers 

shelved side-by-side. 

Mount Weather is also home to the nation’s primary “Emergency Broadcast 
System,” or EBS, transmitter, a computer network capable of interrupting every 

type of communication from cellular phones to cable television to internet 
backbones. In essence, the national EBS is a more powerful and sophisticated 

version of emergency transmitters such as the Amber Alert System and the 
emergency messaging system used by the National Weather Service. 

Seizing control of the EBS was Delta Force’s primary objective, a high-ranking 

military source told RRN. 

Although he refused to provide specific operational details, he did say that a 
Delta Force operator under deep cover had infiltrated FEMA’s ranks in a 

yearlong undercover assignment that ended with him insinuating himself into 
the FEMA hierarchy and befriending regional supervisors. He eventually reached 
a position that gave him access to the blast doors, Mt. Weather’s only means of 

ingress. He did not, however, have access to the EBS, which sits in a room 
behind doors that require both fingerprint and retinal scans to enter. 

“While undercover he learned that one FEMA agent on site always has access to 

the EBS, just in case. On a normal day there’s damn near 100 agents at 
Weather, but he also learned FEMA was planning a training seminar in Louisiana 

and most staff would there, leaving only a skeleton crew of 20 agents to guard 
the mountain. He was able to open the blast doors to let Delta Force in,” our 

source said. 

On Tuesday, 15 March, an unknown number of Delta Force Operators and U.S. 
Army soldiers from the 75th Ranger Regiment stormed Mount Weather and met 

resistance almost immediately after penetrating the subsurface. A blazing 
gunfight ensued, with FEMA agents drawing their sidearms and emptying the 

magazines. But Delta Force had taken cover and returned fire, killing 6 agents 
within mere seconds. 

“The Operators assumed whoever had access to the EBS would not take part in 
the firefight. Fortunately, they were correct,” our source said. 

Outgunned as they were caught by surprise and unable to reach Mount 

Weather’s armory of assault rifles, FEMA surrendered after suffering 12 



fatalities. Two Delta Force were shot, but their injuries are not life threatening, 
our source said. 

One by one Delta Force operators grabbed the surviving FEMA agents and 

compelled them to place their thumbs and eyes against the scanners protecting 
the EBS room. Eventually, one agent’s thumb and eye opened the door, the 

gateway to what the military has called a ‘high value target.’ 

Meanwhile, a company of elite soldiers (we have been asked not to reveal the 
branch or unit) descended on Mount Weather by air and by land, rappelling 

from hovering helicopters and dismounting from a dozen Hummers, after 
receiving word that the operation was a success. In all, 150 U.S. soldiers loyal 

to the “White Hat” movement secured Mount Weather, changed access codes, 
and sealed the blast doors. 

When FEMA returned, agents found themselves in a helpless quandary. 

“The military now controls the mountain. The doors are impregnable. This 

mission was a long time in the making, and now we control the EBS. Stay 

tuned—a message may be coming very soon,” our source said. 

Mike Quinsey’s Higher Self: What Lies Ahead 
Posted on 03/20/2022   

As you might expect the Masters 
have something to say about our present period of chaos and St. 
Germain asks us to “Trust the Plan” and Sanat Kumara tells us that 
we are in the middle of the transformation of human society and the 
reconstruction of the World. 
The goal is to moderate the greatest upheavals and prevent future 
trauma. Archangel Michael says Beloved Ones do not allow your 
selves to be distracted, yes by the chaos. Do not get caught up in the 
drama of white hats or black hats, good guys or bad guys. All beings 
are birthed directly from the Heart of the One. 

https://eraoflight.com/2022/03/20/mike-quinseys-higher-self-what-lies-ahead/
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More detailed accounts are held by Steve Beckow on his website Golden 
Age of Gaia. 

———————————————— 

Without knowledge of the plan for mankind you cannot be expected to 
know what lays ahead, but be assured that actions are being led by the 
higher powers that oversee humanity’s experiences without usurping their 
freewill. You can help by remaining positive and not giving your energy to 
the negative forces by keeping positive and not getting involved with the 
negative forces. Use your understanding and knowledge to give strength to 
the forces working for the good of the planet and its people. The more you 
are able to hold your highest level of vibration the more you are helping 
the Light to overcome the dark energies. 

We see the greater potential for success over the dark Ones, and you are 
well on the way to achieving the overcoming of their plans for control of 
the planet and its inhabitants. Already there are plans to help you restore 
Mother Earth from the damage committed through World Wars that still 
needs clearing and cleansing. We are ever by your side and await our 
opportunity to help you to successfully overcome the activities of the dark 
Ones. There is a plan to rejuvenate the Earth and restore it to its original 
beauty that is fitting for a planet preparing itself for Ascension. 

We look beyond your present troubles and see a time when they have been 
overcome and peace has descended upon Earth. It will be a permanent 
change as you make your way along the path to Ascension. Present 
troubles will have been long forgotten with the assurance that the 
vibrations will continue to rise, to a level where the negative energies 
cannot exist. The dream of Nirvana will have come true and the nightmare 
created by the dark Ones faded into the dust of their making. 

Our feeling is that an agreement will be reached that will put an end to the 
war in Ukraine, thus avoiding the potential for it to become more serious. 
The dark Ones had hoped that it would lead to another World War, but we 
have told you all along that it would not be allowed. Be assured that our 



influence and direct guidance will put your feet upon a path leading to total 
peace and happiness. It all takes time but it is important that you know of 
an acceptable solution to your worldwide problems. Again, we stress that 
our help is permissible once you have made the decision to broker peace. 

The changes cannot come too soon as conditions on Earth are causing 
many problems, they need worldwide help and a concerted effort by all 
nations to make good the damage and harm that has been caused over 
many, many years. The ultimate aim is to quickly restore Mother Earth to 
her original pristine condition and with the help of our ET friends it can be 
achieved in a much shorter time than it would without them. Having the 
assurance of being able to live safely and in relative comfort is a priority, 
and once achieved full attention can be given to raising the standard of 
living for all people. 

There will be a much greater level of acceptance of the different customs 
and beliefs of the various religions that will be freely practiced. The Human 
Race is one and a coming together will be a most natural development. We 
hope that you can accept the changes that are coming as they will birth a 
happy civilization that can work together for the betterment of all people. 
The lack that you have experienced will become a thing of the past and all 
countries will work for the best outcome. 

Meantime you have an uncertain future as you see it because of world 
problems, but be assured that the Alliance is doing their best to bring about 
an acceptable conclusion. In fact, they have often prevented the use of 
nuclear weapons by making them and the silos inoperative. The authorities 
are aware as to who is controlling their use and fully realize that the 
restrictions will remain. It is all part of the gradual moves towards a 
peaceful existence, the warmongers are on their way out and all of their 
weapons will eventually be made inoperative. Of course, the planet itself 
will be protected as it is now, so that no unexpected visitors can threaten or 
harm the Earth or its inhabitants. 

By now you must realize that your freewill can only go so far and your 
actions are monitored. If you choose to indulge in wars you will eventually 



learn the futility of doing so as they have never solved the problems that 
have brought them about. Diplomacy and common sense will come to be 
seen as the way forward to settle any differences between you all. By 
preventing the use of nuclear weapons, we have taken the first step that 
will lead to a peaceful planet. The rising vibrations will also lead to a more 
peaceful time and continue to do so until it becomes permanent. By then 
those who still carry the lower vibrations will have left the planet for a 
more suitable level that is compatible for them. 

The new cycle was always intended to raise the vibrations, as the old 
energies have no permanent place in the higher realms. Be patient as the 
changes will take time and that includes the coming of many that will lead 
you into the New Age. 

I leave you with love and blessings, and may the Light brighten your days 
and path to completion. This message comes through my Higher Self, my 
God Self and every soul has the same connection to God. 

In Love and Light. 

Mike Quinsey. 

The Balance 
Posted on 03/20/2022   

On March 29, 2022 Mother 
Earth and all residing upon Her will enter a new expansion phase of 
Fifth Dimensional Vibratory Frequency – The Balance phase! The 
Un-Settled Period – from August 13, 2020 to March 28, 2022 has 
allowed humanity to integrate full 5D Energy while simultaneously 
reducing their 3D Vibrational processes. 

https://eraoflight.com/2022/03/20/the-balance/
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This has not been an easy task for anyone, as much of humanity still 
continues to rely upon the familiar 3rd Dimensional ways and remain 
unaware of the necessity to align themselves to Mother Earth’s Fifth 
Dimensional transition – thereby providing a necessary intention for 
Balance! 

The Balance phase will challenge our world to change as never before. 
Those resisting the balanced Path of Love as the solution to all of their 
endeavors will find Life to be a continual path of disappointment. The 
“normal” of the past is no more! For the past two years the 3rd 
Dimensional world has participated in and bore witness to Mother Earth’s 
change of Life upon this planet as we have known it. CHANGE is the only 
certainty of movement in time and will continue to occur – whether by 
direct choices or not. 

Mother Earth, her Sun and Solar System are long committed to transition 
into the 5th Dimensional Universe.  When the world realizes that 5th 
Dimensional Vibratory Change is not controlled by humanity, but rather by 
Mother Earth, the 3rd Dimension as it has been known will come to 
completion, and an entire New Reality will be realized!  As humanity 
approaches the transition point of Balance, the Soul Self requires our 
revealing within Mother Earth’s expanding 5D World of Unity and 
Oneness. 

The World sits in opportunity – beyond ideas of old ways of Being, of 
expectations, of visioning. The Balance phase will heavily emphasize 
humanity’s need to expand beyond ego and personality in order to reveal 
an entirely new way of operating – individually, socially, and Spiritually – as 
indivisible, whole and complete units of Unified 5D Co-Creators of 
Universal Light, Love, and Harmony! 

Peace and blessings in the Oneness of All That Is. Namaste. 

 Yeshua: God/Love/Source Never Punishes Anyone 
Posted on 03/21/2022 
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Here in the spiritual or non-physical realms we are very much aware of 
your concerns and anxieties as chaos and confusion seem to be escalating 
on your beautiful planet Earth. 

DO make a point of starting your day by going deep within yourselves, to 
your holy inner sanctuaries, and then opening your hearts to Love, which 
resides there permanently, waiting patiently, ready and most willing to 
embrace and comfort you when you choose and remember to invite It in. 

You are never unloved, or without Love. Such a state is impossible because 
Love is your true nature, as you do know deep within yourselves; and It is 
always with you, it is You. 

However, it often seems to you that you are without It, living unloved and 
abandoned in an inhospitable world. And yet you do know that this is not 
the case, that it only appears that way because of your choice to enter the 
illusion and play the game of separation, a game which, while you are 
playing it, seems VERY real, VERY serious, and VERY important. 

That was your intention when you collectively constructed it, and because 
you have the power and creative abilities of your dearly loving Father, 
bestowed upon you at the moment of your creation, you were indeed able 
to construct an unreal environment that appears to be amazingly real. 

By establishing a daily routine of going deep within yourselves, at whatever 
time you are most comfortable with – because starting the day that way 
does not work for everyone – and opening yourselves and inviting Love to 
embrace you, you very effectively strengthen your deep inner knowing that 
the human life you are experiencing is unreal, as your sensitivity to feeling 
and being aware of the Reality of the Presence of Love grows. Love is 
always present because It Is All, everywhere, Now, eternally, without 
interruption, and It wants you to feel It and be aware of It, and welcome It 
into your hearts so that you feel and delight in Its loving and comforting 
embrace. 



However, many of you feel unworthy of being in Its Presence, and have 
deeply ingrained beliefs that confirm this at a level below your level of 
conscious awareness. 

Therefore, it is essential that you remind yourselves daily that these 
damaging beliefs are faulty, are invalid. At first your egos will likely try to 
distract you by drawing your attention to the discomfort you feel when you 
tell yourselves that you are worthy of God’s Love, and by then suggesting 
that humans can only be unworthy by drawing your attention to the harm 
you are collectively and constantly causing one another and the planet. 

And, of course, that is a valid observation of what is occurring in the 
game/illusion in which you are experiencing separation. But that does not 
make it Real! 

There is NO separation. You are all eternally One, living in perfect and 
uninterruptible harmony with Source, and you ARE utterly and completely 
worthy of being in Love’s Presence. 

Therefore, dissolve those invalid beliefs by reminding yourselves whenever 
they arise that they are invalid, untrue, and then refusing to accept them. 

This may take a while because your beliefs tend to be very deeply ingrained. 
As they continue to arise make the point, again and again, of reminding 
yourselves – repetition is essential – that they are invalid, untrue, and lies, 
then disregard them and invite Love to embrace you, which, of course, It 
will.  

Many of you are devoted to saints and holy people who you believe led 
almost flawless lives as they lovingly served God and others. Nevertheless, 
they too had strong beliefs about their inadequacy or unworthiness that 
often drove them to make totally uncalled for personal sacrifices because 
of the cultural and religious environments in which they grew up. 

Sin, shame, and unworthiness entangled in the harshness of the Protestant 
Work Ethic, made judgment a major aspect of life for many of them. 
Judging themselves negatively, observing and judging others negatively, and 



sometimes condemning those others, further encouraged them to lead 
austere lives following stringent, unloving, and painful disciplines in 
attempts to prove to God that they truly loved Him, would do anything for 
Him, and to demonstrate to others what they believed God required of every 
human. 

However, God never ever wants any of His beloved children to make 
sacrifices to prove they love Him, to do that would indeed be insane! No 
one wants another whom they truly love to prove their love by making 
sacrifices. Nor does God. Love is utterly and totally accepting of all 
unconditionally because that is the nature of Love. God is Love, eternally 
loving His creations and all His sentient, conscious, and utterly loving 
children. 

Love loves, period! 

So those saints and holy ones were not pleasing God by treating 
themselves so unlovingly! And frequently, deep within themselves, denied 
and hidden from their awareness, lay an unacknowledged bitterness and 
resentment, because life appeared to be treating them so unfairly, while 
‘sinners’ appeared to live freely enjoying life, suffering no punishment for 
their sinfulness.  

God/Love/Source never punishes anyone! Punishment is unreal!  

How could the One Who is Love, and Who creates perfect beings, ever 
choose to punish any of them? 

Within the dream/illusory state of form it seems that great evil is doing 
horrific damage and causing unconscionable suffering to enormous 
numbers of people. But you must keep reminding yourselves that your lives 
in form are unreal! 

Yes, they can be extremely painful, and you can suffer enormously during 
them, but that experience that you are undergoing as a human in form 
is a free will choice that each of you made prior to incarnating to 
magnificently assist in humanity’s collective awakening process. 



There is no evil, there is no hell, they are just aspects of the unreality 
that you collectively established when you constructed an illusion in 
which to experience separation from your Source. Love is All, All 
That Is. Evil, sin, and hell are just unreal aspects of that unreality 
you constructed to experience separation, and when you awaken, 
because they are unreal, they will be gone 

When you awaken, as very soon you will, you will find yourselves 
fully conscious and fully aware of your Real nature, and there will be 
nothing in the environment that is not in complete and eternal 
alignment with Love. 

How could any kind of unreal and non-existent state be present in 
Reality? 

You are One with Love in eternal Oneness or Co-existence, living in 
glorious harmony now and forever as One, there is nothing existing, no other 
state that is the slightest or smallest bit different anywhere else because 
there is nowhere else!  

Your loving brother, Jesus.  

____________________________________________________________________________________________ 

Saint Germain: Hold on To the Dream 
Posted on 03/19/2022   

 
 

I am your Saint Germain. I come at this time as many things across 
the planet are beginning to gain steam, beginning to become more and 
more a part of the new higher expression within all of you, as you are all 
moving forward. 
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Even though you may not know it, even though you may not feel it, you 
are all moving forward as a collective. It is happening, and the dream is 
continuing on. So, hold onto that dream. Do not let it go. Do not become 
ensconced once again within the old illusion. For the old illusion is falling 
away rapidly. And you will begin to see the proof of that. 
Many of you have been asking for proof; asking for something to 
show itself that says ‘yes, it is all real.’ And for those who have eyes to 
see and ears to hear, you have had some proof already. 

But the real proof, the unmistakable proof, is just around the corner 
now, however you might look at that. For it is coming quickly. It is a 
part of a new expression that you are all moving toward now. 

And as you have heard many times, nothing, and no one, can stop this. 
Because it has been preordained by the force of God Him/Herself that all 
of this will come to be. That you will indeed move through this ascension 
process. And you will indeed be those ones to be of the first wave of 
ascension if you wish to be. And indeed, you are being prepared for that. 
Not only, of course, here within this group, but in many of the groups 
throughout the planet that have come together. Many coming together as 
one to once again realize the dream. The dream of being free. All that you 
came here to be, all of you, to be free. Just simply need to let go now. Let 
go of all that is happening around you. Be aware of it, but not a part of it. 

And I know that can be difficult, especially at times. For there are those 
moments when you get pulled back, when you seemingly become pulled 
back again. Pulled back down, back into the quagmire of the illusion. 

Just as quickly as you get pulled down, you can pull yourself back out and 
up. Because it is not you any longer. You have moved beyond the 
expression, the expression of the veil. You have moved beyond it. And it 
no longer holds you down unless you allow it to hold you down. You are 
destined, you as a collective of mankind here on this planet, you are 
destined to be free. Free to go about your business as you know to do, or 
want to do, as long as you are always aware that you are a part of The One, 
and The One is a part of you. 



Nothing now can stop this or stop you, even though they may continue to 
try, and they are doing so. They are still operating within the old 
programming that they have known, following the same game plan over 
and over. But you all know that game plan now! And those that are in 
charge, those of the Light Forces that are moving this along, completely 
know that game plan and they are many steps ahead all the time. 

So, there is no reason to fear, even though those around you are holding 
on to that emotion of fear, for that is what they know. You yourselves, you 
have moved beyond the need to fear. For there is literally nothing to fear. 
Except when it comes up within your programming. That programming is 
fast being dissolved within you. More and more that you utilize the Violet 
Flame to purge out all of that old programming and old memories, then 
you will find yourself more and more free, free to once again be who you 
are and who you came here to be. 

I am your Saint Germain, and I leave you now in peace, and love, and 
oneness. And that you would continue on to follow your dream. Follow it 
wherever it may lead you. But know that it is leading you up and beyond. 

One Who Serves: New Programming 
Posted on 03/19/2022   

 
Om, mani, padme, hum; om, mani, padme, hum; hum, hum. Greetings to 
you! 
One Who Serves here. And we are here to continue to assist in this process 
and this programming in whatever way that we can. In 
the new programming though, not the old programming. Only the new 
programming, that you are bringing about yourselves. We are assisting, but 
you are doing it. And we just ask that you continue to do it. Continue to 
hold onto that dream within each of you. 
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The dream that you all came here with long, long, long ago into this 
evolutionary process that you would one day find yourselves at this point! 
That you would find yourself at this point, the crescendo, where everything 
comes together as one, where you are now arriving at that point. 

We are ready for your questions if you have them. 

Guest: I have a question. Can you hear me? 
OWS: Yes. We hear you. 
Guest: I’ve heard that we have Pleiadian brothers and sisters here on the 
planet. I’m just wondering if there is an easy way to identify who they are, 
and if we can talk with them. 
OWS: When they are ready to identify themselves to you, you will know it. 
And yes, they are here certainly. And you even come across them at times, 
but you will not know it at this point yet. But you will feel it. There will be 
times in the coming future here very shortly when you will begin to feel 
something a little bit different as you are next to one of these, or in the 
proximity to one of these. And you will have an inkling, we will say here, or 
perhaps even attempting to speak with them. But that is not yet, but it is 
coming. So, be ready for it, okay? 
Guest: Okay. 
OWS: Would there be other questions here? 
Guest: Yes. That was very beautiful. I really, really appreciate it. I have 
tears growing in my eyes. Like I said earlier, I am a new member here from 
Chicago, Illinois. I have various platforms on YouTube and all these things 
spreading the truth. I have been having these censored for two years now. I 
just recently have come to the knowledge that there are other things that I 
should be doing with my wife also, as she is very spiritually advanced as 
well. I just wanted to get guidance if Source or anybody in the universe sees 
anything for me as far as what I am feeling and seeing, and any guidance on 
what I should be doing, anything else that I should be doing, or am I on 
the right path with what I am doing already. 
OWS: Very good. First of all, we welcome you. And secondly, we would 
say there are no ‘shoulds’ here. There are never any shoulds. You are doing 
exactly what you are being guided to do by your own Higher God Self and 
those guides that work with you. And they are working with you very 



diligently, as we find it here. So, continue on the process that you are doing 
here. And you will find that as you continue to move in this aspect here of 
your life, that you will come into contact with others that will take you into 
the next phase of your life. That is all we can say, though. Just be prepared. 
It is coming for you. 
Guest: Thank you very much. 
OWS: Yes. You will find that we cannot share directly many times direct 
answers to your questions because we cannot do it for you. You must do it 
for yourself. But we can just give hints here and there. Which we have 
done now. We are ready for the next question here if there is one. 
Guest: I have a question. 
OWS: Yes? 
Guest: Okay. It has come to my awareness that the stuff from the shots is 
in the water. Can you tell 
me if that’s true, and if there is anything, we can do to protect ourselves? 

OWS: First of all, we did not understand what ‘stuff’ you are talking about 
here. 
Guest: The negative part of the shots, the inoculations, like the spike 
proteins, and stuff like that. 
OWS: You are talking about the jab, no? 
Guest: Yes, yes, the jab, the shots. 
OWS: And you want to know what now? 
Guest: If they are spiking it in our water supply. 
OWS: If they are putting it in your water supply? 
Guest: yes. 
OWS: We can tell you that that was their plan, but it has been greatly 
thwarted here. It is not going to be allowed. Okay? 
Guest: Great. Thank you so much. 
OWS: Is that the answer you are looking for? 
Guest: Absolutely! (Laughs) 
OWS: We can tell you that there have been many occurrences from 
those of the forces of darkness that have been attempting to 
do many nefarious things here to bring about the depopulation of the 
planet, to bring about holding control of the planet. But they are 
being thwarted in every plan that they have undertaken here, and will 



continue to be so. There are those times, which are allowed, which 
are purposeful in terms of awakening the population and this may 
still continue in what you call ‘false flags,’ and this type of thing, but 
it will not be anything that will be detrimental to the whole. These 
things have been stopped. Okay? 
Guest: Thank you so much. 
OWS: Yes. 
Guest: Well, can I spring off of that then? 
OWS: Yes, you can. 
Guest: Great. I think you are probably going to say the same thing, and 
I’m hoping you’re going to say the same thing, because we have also heard 
that they are going to try to starve the population by prevailing upon Putin 
to discontinue his fertilizer. In other words, that will be the retaliation, is to 
not allow us to have the fertilizer we need, and that will cut back on the 
food by 50%. So, I’m hoping you’re going to say that that is not going to 
be allowed. Otherwise, what do we need to do to prepare for such a thing? 
OWS: Have you not been hearing for quite some time now from many 
different sources that you need to prepare. You need to prepare for three 
weeks or so of supplies, those types of things, just in case. And we will not 
say it is going to be, but it does not hurt at all to be prepared, to have those 
supplied necessary to continue in times of what we will say ‘down-times’ 
here. Perhaps in terms of what you are calling ‘blackout,’ this type of thing. 
All of these things are still very much possible, but it is all about awakening 
the population. 
Guest: Well, just can I double-check? Because what I’m talking about, they 
are talking about a 50% cut off and starving people. I’m not talking about 
three weeks of food. Is that going to be allowed? Of a massive starvation 
campaign. That’s what I’m talking about. 
OWS: A massive population? No, it will not be allowed in terms of total 
starvation, or anything of this nature. It just may become a little bit more 
difficult for you to get those supplies that you have easily gone to the 
grocery store for before. But we are also not saying it is going to be. You 
will see. We cannot say too much more though. Just be prepared in case, 
okay? 
Guest: Okay. Thank you so much. 
OWS: Yes. Would there be any other questions here? 



Guest: I want just to parlay off of what the prior guest just asked. We 
were having a discussion today about a possible blackout to make 
some beautiful announcements. We feel much excitement in the air 
with what is going on, and I’m just wondering if that is one of the 
potential things the White Hats are going to do to create a blackout 
first to make the announcements. Is that still in the cards possibly? 
OWS: Have you heard for some time now that there would be 
announcements? There is your answer. They are still coming. We 
cannot say when or directly how, but they are coming. And they will 
be quite profound for a great many across the population of this 
planet. And even those of you that are quite aware of these things 
and almost fully awakened—not fully yet, but coming to that. Even 
some of these things will be quite a shock to you. 
Guest: Great. All I can say is bring it on, we’re ready! 
OWS: It is coming. The dream is alive. 
Guest: Thank you! 
OWS: Any other further questions? We do need to release channel here. 
Are there any other questions? 
Guest: I actually have another question if you don’t mind? 
OWS: Yes? 
Guest: As I mentioned earlier, I have just started last Sunday, and every 
Sunday moving forward at 3 p.m. here in Chicago, I am going to be 
covering the People’s Bridge that used to be covered by Veronica Walsky. 
Unfortunately, she passed last September 13, 2021. I just wanted to see if 
she is smiling down on what I’m doing for her, and if that is a blessing in 
her eyes. 
OWS: We would say certainly in the affirmative, yes. She is liking that you 
are continuing her work. But what you are doing is going to take you into 
another direction as well. You will find this. Okay? 
Guest: Perfect. I really appreciate that. 
OWS: Any further question here? 
Guest: I have a question. 
OWS: We take one more question, and then we take your e-mail question, 
and then we release channel. Yes? 
Guest: There has been so much about the Arc of the Covenant. I am 
wondering what has happened to the Arc of the Covenant. I don’t know if 



you can answer that or not, but I don’t think it’s here. Can you give an 
answer? 
OWS: We are at this point not at liberty to share this with you. But know 
that it is safe. It is well protected, and at some point, will be re-established 
and brought into the population once again. But we cannot tell you when, 
or how, or anything of this nature. That is something to leave for a surprise 
for later. Okay? 
Guest: Okay. Just say Hi! to my Beloved, will you? 
OWS: You just did! 
Guest: (Laughs) Okay. 
OWS: Very good. Now we will take your e-mail question if we could? 
Guest: The question was asked, “How difficult is it to achieve physical 
ascension to the fifth, and what can we do now to best prepare, and what 
kind of help will we be receiving?” 
OWS: We will say that it is only as difficult as you believe it is difficult. 
Remember that everything excellent is as difficult as it is excellent. But the 
rewards of that excellence greatly outweigh the difficulties in achieving it. 
So just know that you are all on the road to this. You are all moving 
through the ascension process, and you have a great deal of help along the 
way. That is what we are here to do here for you, to bring guidance to you, 
to assist you along the way. 
But when it comes down to the point of actually ascending, you will have 
even more help for this. Because really you can do this alone, but it will be 
very difficult for those of you to do this unless you are off somewhere in a 
cave and completely isolated, and that is not for you at this time. You are 
here, as you have heard many times, to bust this system wide open, and you 
are necessary for this. So, you are receiving help, but you will receive a 
great deal more help when the time comes. You will see. 
And don’t forget about the energies that are coming into the planet, which 
are certainly bringing much help to this process, as the vibrational 
frequencies across the planet are raising constantly here, and will continue 
to do so. And there will come a time when there will be a huge influx of 
those energies. You are preparing for that, as you are acclimating to these 
energies now. 

We are done for the time, and we will release channel. 



Just continue to keep the dream alive. Know that it is alive. Know that you 
are in process here, and moving exactly as you all need to. Know that there 
are things that are happening around you. Be aware of it, as we have said 
many times, but do not be a part of it. 

Shanti. Peace be with you. Be the one. 

One Who Serves and Shoshanna: Expression of Love 
Posted on 03/22/2022   

 
 
Om, mani, padme, hum; om, mani, padme, hum; hum, hum. Greetings to 
you! 
One Who Serves here, and we are here with our beloved Shoshanna who is 
back here to assist us and to continue to be a part of this expression 
of LOVE that we are bringing forth to all of you. 
And know dearly that it is love that we bring here. We bring it to you. 
Because you are ready to accept it. There are many across the planet that 
would not accept this love, would not accept this expression. But you, you 
have that high heart that has opened up and can receive the expression of 
love from all of us and from your Galactic brothers and sisters, and 
everyone else that is bringing this love forward to all of you. 
We are ready for your questions if you have them. 

Guest: I One Who Serves. Can you hear me? 
OWS: Yes, we hear you. You are always the first one, Thomas, and yes, we 
hear you loud and clear. But we hope that you, ‘the doubting one,’ hears us 
loud and clear as well. 
Guest: I do. 
OWS: Yes, you can ask your question, yes? 
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Guest: Okay. Forgive me if this goes beyond what you can say, but I just 
got the feeling that you and Shoshanna, and all the others, and the Masters 
know the future that we don’t know yet. Is that the reason why you can’t 
really tell us the answers to the questions that we have, so that the time 
lines that are currently in effect won’t change, and that’s why you say 
everything is already good, that the Light has already one, because you 
know the future and we don’t? 
OWS: We cannot say directly that we know the future. We know the 
possibilities and probabilities of the future, but we cannot give you all of 
the information that you are wanting, because it is taking away the surprise 
from you. And it is doing it for you. Because as we would say what the 
future might bring, and we give that to you, then you are not the one 
bringing that future forward, we are bringing it to you. And we cannot do 
that. We are not allowed to do that. 
There are times we can go against the expression, and we can bring some 
of this information that you want forward, that is the reason for this 
question and answer session that we can give you some of this. 

But know that it is couched very often in hidden messages here and there, 
as Ashtar has said here. Subtle little hints. The little expressions that we can 
give that you must go within the message within the message as Ashtar said 
here. And decipher the hints here and there that come forward. Now it is 
not only from us here on this call, but from the many different sources that 
you have that you then can discern this information coming forward, and 
many of you do this. 

And by so doing this, and you having this weekly call here, then you are 
opening up and sharing to many, many more. Not only those here on the 
call, but all of those that read and listen to these messages that follow this. 
You have no idea how many you are reaching out to. 

But it is also, we wish to say here, that this expression of these calls is going 
to increase greatly. You are in the process of bringing this forward now. 
And many of you are going to participate in what you have been asked to 
do as part of your mission. It is not James and JoAnna that are asking for 
this; it is we, those of us that are working through this group, that are asking 



you to reach out to others and to bring them forward to the truth that we 
can bring forward here. Okay? 
Shoshanna, do you have something to add here? 

Shoshanna: (JoAnna’s Higher Self, channeled by JoAnna McConnell) 
Dear Brother, may we share on this? 

Guest: Of course. 
Shoshanna: Dear Brother, there is so much here. There is so much to 
share, that we do not even know how to approach this. We have said, and 
you have been told many times, that you are the creators. You are the 
creators of your reality. We will say that your planet is mostly Light. It is 
pervasive with light, you see. The dark is but a very small percentage, but it has 
many fooled. 
We will say that you must create your reality because you are the creator, 
and you have the Light on your side, you see. This planet is mostly Light, 
as we have said. 

Now we will give an analogy, because we love analogies. You see, if you 
buy a cake mix, have you tasted the cake? 

Guest: Nope. 
Shoshanna: Of course not. But you still buy the cake mix in hopes of 
tasting that cake. What we are saying is that you have as a creator all of the 
ingredients to bring forth the new reality. You just have to do it. You have 
to take the cake, mix it, and bake it, and then taste it. That is what reality is. 
You have all the ingredients to create the reality you wish to create, you just 
must formulate in your mind what reality you wish to live in, and it will 
move forward with you, you see. Namaste. 
OWS: Very good. Would there be other questions. 
Guest: I have a question. 
OWS: Yes? 
Guest: The other day I was writing a letter to a person that she and I have 
referred to each other for the last 20 years as twin flames. She lives on the 
other side of the Atlantic Ocean. I was telling her that on many occasions I 
feel the presence of her Higher Self. And I wish I could get that close to 



my Higher Self. Then all of a sudden it came to me, and I think it was from 
my Higher Self, and it was like, “you are so close to your Higher Self that 
you don’t even realize your difference, that your Higher Self is so 
connected to you that you don’t even think about it as someone else.” Is 
that kind of the way it is? Normally when you are going into a different 
dimension, do you feel like that? Do you feel like it is one thing? One? 
OWS: You are asking for confirmation here of what you are receiving was 
in yourself, and we would say certainly, yes, you are confirming this. That 
you are connecting with your Higher Self. But you must understand that 
you have never been un-connected from your Higher Self. You have 
always had that. You have just forgotten it. But it is coming back more and 
more to all of you, we will say here, not just some of you, but all of you 
who will eventually feel this connection more fully as you are feeling at 
times now. 
All of you are getting those glimpses here and there and realizing that yes, 
indeed, you are one with you Higher Self. There is no disconnect. You 
have always been connected. You will always be connected. Because you 
are your Higher Self. And your Higher Self is you. Shoshanna? 
Shoshanna: We will share on this. May we share, Dear Brother? 
Guest: yes. 
Shoshanna: Dear Brother, the Higher God Self of you and of all is a 
higher expression. It is a fifth-dimensional expression and beyond the fifth 
dimension, you see. 
We know you. We will confirm this for you. We know you. You are a being 
of love. You are a being of service. You are connected completely with 
your Higher Self and yet you are human and you are expressing through 
the third-dimensional realm because that is your existence how. But we will 
say that the vast majority of time that you spend within your expressions 
and your experience is a higher expression, is a love expression, is a fifth-
dimensional expression, you see. 

And, as One Who Serves has given, all of you are connected. You are 
connected. It is finding that connection. It is listening to that connection. It 
is acknowledging that connection. It is being that connection that creates the 
seamless expression of you and your Higher Aspect as one, you see. 
Namaste. 



OWS: Very good. Would there be any other questions here? 
Guest: I have a question? 
OWS: Yes? 
Guest: Hi. We know that the White Hats and Putin are going in to 
the Ukraine to remove the deep state, Khazarian mafia, bio-labs, etc. 
after they’re finished, could this likely move on to Taiwan by China’s 
White Hats to continue removing these people? And is there any way 
to know if this will go on for a long time, or a swift situation? 
OWS: We will tell you that what is occurring there is in process of 
occurring across the entire planet. Not in terms of war directly, but 
in terms of raising vibrations in various areas across the planet that 
are needing this, that have those pockets of darkness that we have 
spoken of many times. And these pockets of darkness are becoming 
illuminated by the Light more and more, and this will continue on. 
We cannot tell you directly, though, as to what will transform from 
this, but we can tell you that if you were in the process of the 
beginning of those dominoes falling here. That is all we can say on 
this. Shoshanna maybe can give more, if she wishes. 

Shoshanna: We will share on this. May we share, Dear Sister? 
Guest: yes, of course. 
Shoshanna: Dear Sister, there is a clean-up crew in process. There is 
much cleanup going on. We cannot give a time frame. But we will 
tell you, as One Who Serves has given, that the dominos are falling. 
We caution all not to pay attention to any mainstream news channel, 
as they are giving false information so that their advertisers will 
continue on with them. Advertisers are third-dimensional enterprises 
that cannot hear the truth. So, in order for these news stations to 
move forward, they must give false information to continue to 
collecting their paychecks. 
So, we will say that you are all on the right track moving forward into 
alternative stations for alternative news, and because you are very 
connected, you can hear the truth. You have the eyes to see and the 
ears to hear. You have them, you see. 



So, this will continue until it is over, until the world is uplifted into a 
fifth-dimensional consciousness state, as that is the goal. Ascension 
is the goal. 
So, time is irrelevant here. Only movement in consciousness and 
opening our heart to all that is happening, and understanding the 
truth of the truth is where your attention must lie. Namaste. 

Guest: Namaste. 
OWS: Very good. Are there any other questions here? 
Guest: Yes, One Who Serves, can you hear me? 
OWS: Yes, we hear you. 
Guest: Yes. Is there a tape that you can provide us? We anchor ourselves 
into the fifth-dimension in a bulb. I’m going to speak for myself, sorry. I 
anchor myself and set my dimension in a bulb. Is there a way to anchor, or 
is it necessary, to anchor our physical spaces, such as homes, such as our 
bank account, jobs, stuff like that? Would that help with the releasing of 
the 3-D matrix and shifting into the higher dimension? 
OWS: Very good. Yes. What would help all of you, and this has been given 
many times, is as you raise your vibration, you raise your vibration all 
around you as well. And if you focus on your home that you are living in, 
and feeling and expressing the light throughout your home, that is raising 
the vibration of that space, or the space in your yard around you, or 
wherever it might be. You can raise the vibration of an entire town, village, 
city. And we do this very often on these Sunday calls on your guided 
meditation that we bring to you, where you are raising the vibration of the 
entire planet. So yes, you can do this. 
As you go out into nature especially, and you find yourself alone in nature, 
not so much with other people, but alone, and feel the vibration around 
you. Feel the connectedness around you. And you are not only raising that 
space where you are, but you are raising the entire surrounding space as 
well. And it continues on, and on, and on. That is how this is all working. 
That is how more and more people across the planet I awakening here. Just 
by doing exactly what you are talking about. Shoshanna? 

Shoshanna: We will share. May we share with you, Dear Sister? 
Guest: Yes, please. Thank you. 



Shoshanna: Dear Sister, what is the tip you wish to have? And what part 
of your fifth-dimensional experience that you wish to have is not 
happening for you? 
Guest: I’m sorry. Can you repeat the first question? 
Shoshanna: What is the tip. You asked for a tip? What is the tip you wish 
to have? And what part of your fifth-dimensional movement in 
consciousness is not working for you that you would require another tip? 
Guest: The releasing of the 3-D matrix, firstly what we can say about 
financial, finances is just constantly showing up there. And I keep hearing 
as it appears in front of creative teachers. I am flat, I’m flat from the 3-D 
matrix. Someone has to do the process. How is that? Is that by ascension? 
Is that by specifically doing it, or how. The how, the method of doing it. 
Shoshanna: Dear Sister, what we hear is that your finances are not in sync 
with you. Is that correct? 
Guest: That is correct. Also, in contacting higher dimensional beings such 
as my mighty I AM Presence as well. 
Shoshanna: This is a complex subject, Dear Sister. There is much to do to 
release the cultural programming that holds most back. We will say when 
you hear ‘unplugged from the 3-D matrix,’ do you still have to pay your 
own electric bill? Of course, you do. So, unplugging from the 3-D matrix 
means unplugging from the attachment. Unplugging from the programming. 
Once an individual unplugs from the attachment to their finances, once the 
individual unplugs from the fear of being limited, it will go away. That is 
what unplugging means: unplugging from the cultural programming. So, 
we will suggest that you seek to be unattached to all that you do. We say to 
have a goal, a financial goal, and then let it rest, and it will come into 
fruition. It is the attachment, the fear, the limitation, the programming that 
holds all back. 
And, the I AM Presence, goodness! There are students that practice this for 
20 years. You must begin to immerse yourself into the I Am 
Discourses and make a goal to practice them in every waking thought. 
Namaste. 

OWS: And we would say here think about when you speak about 
unplugging from the matrix, think about how you have all unplugged from 
your media matrix here. You have all unplugged from that. You are 



unplugging from the fear that is generated by your mass media. So that is a 
tool that you have utilized here to unplug from the attachments, all of this, 
as Shoshanna is saying. 
Guest: Thank you very much. 
OWS: Yes. We are needing now to release channel here. We take one more 
question, and then your e-mail question, and then we are ready to release 
here. Would there be another question? Or do we go to your e-mail 
question? Very good. Then yes, your e-mail question? 
Guest: This is a question from somebody in Australia. They want to know 
specifically they have been told and channeled to have supplies, to prepare 
for some closures, etc., and they wanted to know if this is what is 
happening right now in Australia. 
There are massive floods happening, and they also want to know if this is 
nature or cabal-driven. 

OWS: Very good. We would say here, the second part of that is certainly 
what you call ‘cabal-driven.’ It is not nature here. It is a process that is 
happening by the cabal, by the forces of darkness to continue to wreak 
havoc, to create that chaos, to create fear. And yes indeed your hearing 
much before this about preparing for these changes in terms of having the 
supplies and those things necessary, it is always good to have that for 
everyone here that is on this call or reading these words after, it is always 
good to have these supplies on hand. Because there will come a time, just 
as there is now in this Australia, and other places as well, where this is 
needed. 
And if you were able to heed this information earlier, then you would be 
ready for it, as it is coming for your area, and it is also going to be coming 
for others as well. Those three days, or ten days of darkness that you have 
been hearing about is indeed a very strong possibility as we are moving 
further into this year here. That is how we answer it. Shoshanna? 

Shoshanna: We will add to this. The weather modification system that 
operates through darkness operates very well when humans are in fear. 
When humans generate the vibration of fear and limitation. So, we must 
say for that person that has given this question, do not fear. Find your 
faith, and you will move forward in consciousness regardless of what the 



darkness is pulling off this time. They will continue to operate, and operate 
well, as long as the humans generate the vibration of fear. Turn it to faith. 
Namaste. 
OWS: Very good. Then we are done for the time. Shoshanna, do you have 
parting message? 
Shoshanna: We do not have a message. We will just say that all the brave 
souls that continue to participate in this beautiful Light community will 
move forward together and in great joy, and love, and understanding, and 
they will take those with them that wish to go with them seamlessly. 
Namaste. 
OWS: Very good. And we would very simply say in three words: just do it. 
Shanti. Peace be with you. Be the one. 

Shoshanna: Shanti. Peace be with you. 
Guest: Wonderful. 

PROOF!!! 

Someone on this emailing list ask me for proof!! 

Please, the “PROOF” is your level of consciousness and how much 

research you do, to prove a point. It is your responsibility!! 

If you think that most people or MSM tell the truth.  That is on the 

surface, or out in the open?  What is known as “Common 

Knowledge”, you need to do your work. We live in a world lies, if you 

do not know that, you need to do more research!  

THIS IS CALLED THE “GREAT AWAKENING” FOR A 

REASON!! 

Do you have a Bi-Cameral Mind? (If you do not know what that is, 

look it up)  

Or do you have a God-Consciousness mind? Also, called the 

Christ-Consciousness mind. If you have a God-



Consciousness mind, you think for yourself, you lead 

yourself, and you do your research on all subjects. Basically, 

you question everything!! Only by doing your due-diligence 

on all subjects, will you prove to yourself what is the truth or 

not.  

ARE YOU STUCK IN ALL OR PART OF THE MATRIX? 

Do you still listen to Fake MSM? Do you really believe Putin a BAD 

guy? 

Do you think Biden really won the Election on November 4, 2020? 

Do you do exactly what your Physician tells you to do? Do the 

Doctors have the all-out authority over your health? 

Do you really think that ISIS and Osama bin Laden were responsible 

for the 9/11 attacks on the World Trade Center? 

Do you really think all the wars from the Civil War on and including 

was caused by the reason that is on the surface? 

Do you really think mankind wants to go to war, or better than that; 

do you think it is mankind’s nature to go to war and to kill another 

person? 

If you answered “Yes” to any of those or all of those questions: you 

are stuck in the old “Matrix”!!  

 

 

 

 

 


